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It’s clearly easier and roomier.

The new and improved 413 Nail plate is
finally here. Compared to its predecessor
the new 413NP has many improved
features and functions. It’s easier, clearer
and roomier. It has also been quality tested
in heat stressed conditions and redesigned
to fit more than just the 413 Socket outlet.
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and simply insert a flflat
at head screwdriver into
the uniquely designed slotted clip. Twist the
screwdriver anti-clockwise and the nail plate
releases one slotted clip. Repeat this action
on the second slotted clip to fully release the
socket outlet.

Insert screwdriver
into the uniquely
designed slotted clips.

Roomier
The raised walls
(8mm)
of greater space.

The raised walls (8mm) of the new nail
plate provide a greater space to wire within.
Especially when you’re running more than
one cable to the outlet. The extra room
provides an area to fit multiple cables and
guide them through the two moulded inlets
rather than having to snap out the base of
the socket.

Clearer
arer
The moulded plastic nail plate is made with
a clear polycarbonate to improve the visibility
of the cable connections within the socket
outlet. This clarity helps the inspection of
the socket, lessening the need to detach the
nail plate to check the connections. This cuts
back the installation time compared to the
old nail plate.

The 413NP available now,
is clearly easier and roomier.

It’s clearly easier
and roomier.
The 413NP fits more than just
the 413 Socket outlet. The nail
plate has been redesigned
to accommodate the entire
Surface Socket outlet range
as shown below.
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STEP 1
Insert a flat screwdriver into
the clips holding socket outlet.
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STEP 2
Twist screwdriver
anti-clockwise and push.
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STEP 3
Insert screwdriver in the other
clip and repeat first two steps.
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• Moulded in clear polycarbonate for easy viewing of cable
terminations before fixing.
• Glow wire tested to AS/NZS4695 @ 850°C, which is in
excess of Australian Standard AS/NZS3100 requirements
- currently 650°C.
• In spite of no requirements for nail plate clip retention
strength in current Australian Standards, nail plate clips have
been tested by supporting a 10kg (100N) load for 24 hours
at 70°C, as part of Clipsal’s ongoing commitment to quality.
The 413 Nail Plate undergoes extensive
quality testing.
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